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(A short resume of its history and scope, including information
pertaining to membership.)

Since the publication of Trails of Truth (a book dealing primarily with personal evidence of Survival) there
has arisen in the city of St. Catharines, Canada, a tremendous
·interest in psychic subjects, second to none, perhaps, on this
continent or throughout the world. This has been due entirely to the visits of Rev. William Cartheuser, whose highly
endowed gift has blessed with knowledge and spiritual enlightenment many thousands of people.
One of the units born under this new impetus is that of
the Radiant Healing Centre, which has an enrolment of absent
members extending into widely scattered provinces and sta~es.
For these members (and to accede, also, to innumerable requests for more of the spiritual and scientific lectures which
emanate from the same source), these lectures of Light are
being published.

MEMBERSHIP
Members of the .Radiant Healing Centre are one united
family. Scattered throughout the world though they may seem
to be, they are united in one ideal, that of developing within
themselves, through knowledge and intelligent application,
the healing and psychic gifts with which every child of God
is endowed, and of using these same divine powers for the
uplift of humanity.
The policies of the Radiant Healing Centre, and its
organ Progression, are guided solei y by those intelligences
who manifest only through the psychic gifts of one of the
most authentic figures in Psychic Science of modern times,
Mr. William Cartheuser.
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THE RADIANT HEALING CENTRE (Continued)

Important Notice I

Membership in the Radiant Healing Centre may be secured
through application to the editor of Progression. A fee of
one dollar per year (postal order) is required, which entitles the member to the quarterly issues of Progression, as
well as to any helpful instruction that may arise during the
year.

DIRECT ETHERIC MESSAGES
to be introduced in Progression
This new feature will be conducted by

Private instructions are sent each member on receipt of
application.
Those who wish to become members of the Radiant
Healing Centre are requested to state this point clearly, otherwise each enclosure will be taken to mean a year~s subscription to Progression only.
A daily withdrawal into the Silence, and a twice monthly
concentration (simultaneous with the meeting of the Mother
Circle), are the personal obligations asked of all members.
Members seeking solutions to problems pertaining to
healing, or to psychic development, may write (as briefly as
possible) to the editor who, at the earliest opportunity, will
bring the questions before LIGHT. The best of these will
appear in Progression.

47 Church Street
St. Catharines,
Ontario, Canada.

JENNY O'HARA PINCOCK, Editor,
(Author of Trails of Tmth)
Box 95,
or
Orange, N.J.,
U.S.A.

LIGHT
assisted by
ELSIE and WHITE BEAR
who, on occasion of this announcement , send their
greetings to many hundreds of friends
throughout the world.
Starting with this February edition of Progression
an offer is being made wherein Light will answer three
questions for any one who sends in a new one-year subscription to this magazine (which may, or may not, include an absent membership to the Radiant Healing

Centre.)
The following are directions and explanations pertaining to this new feature:

1. Write your name and address plainly. with the
name and address of the new subscriber.
2. State whether this is a subscription only, or is
to include absent membership in the Radiant Healing

Centre.
"All things respond to the call of rejoicing,
All things gather where life is a song."
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3. Express your questions clearly and in as few
words as possible. Questions must be clear to receive
clear answers.
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4.

Full and correct names must be gtven always.

5. If requested all questions and answers will be
held confidentially and will not be published.
6. This magazine, or any person or persons associated therewith, will not be responsible for the nature
of the questions or answers which may arise at any time
10 the future.

7.

Kindly address all communications to :

Editor of Progression ,
Box 95
Orange, N .J., U.S.A.

or

Editor of Progression,
47 Church St.,
St. Catharines,
Ontario,
Canada

" Preaching the old Theology is daily widening the
gulf between the scholarship and intelligence of this age
and the church."-Dr. B . F . Austin.

"Clerical opposition to Geology comes almost within
living memory."--Sir Oliver Lodge.
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Material Posses·sions and Their
Relation to Spirit
by
Light
What relation have material possessions to the inner
spiritual life of man? By the term "possessions" I mean
to embrace everything you may own of external perception ~and , houses, gold, furniture , clothing. I refer
not to the inner wealth of the spirit, to knowledge or
charity, for these are more closely related to the soul.
What relation should material possessions have upon the
spiritual being we call man , both here and in the hereafter ? Are they of benefit to him now and after the
transition called death ? I wish to speak of these things
to the members everywhere of the Radiant Healing Centre.

The Physical is a Reflection of Its
Etheric 'C ounterpart
It is of common knowledge that when the soul
rises into the etheric realms to which it is attracted . at the
dissolution of the body, all physical possessions remain
behind in the physical, destined to disappear ultimately
from the face of the earth, to fad~ away forever through
the ceaseless ravages of time. Therefore do I declare unto
yuu that these external perceptions which you call material
possessions are not real from the perspective of everlasting
life. A manifestation must be unreal whose existence is
but temporary and of no permanent worth. In truth the
physical object is but the shadow of the real, a reflection
only of its counterpart which was existent in the ether
before the visualization of its creator made it manifest to
his fellow-man.
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A mighty statement yt>u say? Yes, and if under stood it should awaken the soul to a mightier illumination ! Go no further in your meditation of these words,
I pray you, if you have not grasped the Other Side of
this picture, that side from which I now speak. I do not
deny that material objects seem real to you now , but I
do emphatically declare that you have from time immemorial denied yourselves the other viewpoint, and
therefore have built about your whole lives a materialistic
perspective to the exclusion of the greater reality.

Without Absolute Knowledge of the
Hereafter Before Transition
Daily you are sending over to us individuals who
are without absolute knowledge of the Hereafter. They
are products of the orthodox conception and enter the
life beyond wholly lacking in preparation. Their spiritual
understanding is not developed sufficiently to free themselves from the love of possessions they have left behind.
They are ignorant of the simplest laws which interpenetrate both the world they have entered and the world
they have left.
What is the result of these conditions? Naturally
such souls return to earth , not as God 's ministering angels
through services of love, but as earth -bounds, their entire
thoughts steeped in the errors of greed of gold, worry
and fear .
I should like to give you an example of what to
you may seem an unusual case resultant from erroneous
teachings of earth.
A mother passes on leaving a beautiful child of
four years. She returns in great agony of soul. She
hovers continually about her child, worrying, grieving;
crying, confus~d because no attention is paid to herself.
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She unconsciously throws over th~ child her own yibrations, and the child becomes· difficult to manage, even ill .
Had this mother been an enlightened soul she would
have been aware that her transition had taken place. How ever it did not occur to her that such was the case, nor
that loved ones, gone before, were near at hand to greet
arid help her. They were dead ! She was very much alive,
very much alive indeed !
You see, friends, she denied herself their prese.nce
and assistance by the force of her own thoughts. How
sad when, after transition, souls remain earth-bound
through lack of intelligent guidance on earth ! How sad
when , on their return to earth, love is not the motivating
impulse nor service to loved -ones the pure desire ! Where
lies the remedy , you ask ? Let us follow on that we may
catch something of the gleam of a greater illumination.

A Child's Mind Needs Perspective
of the Etheric Life
What a man thinks is what a man is, and what a
man is depends upon the innumerable experiences that
have been his from the earliest dawn of childhood. The
home outweighs all other influences during ~he formative
years. Do the average homes of civilized lands -.- homes
which you call Christian breed ultra-materialistic
tendencies in the child;> Surely not you say ! But again
I declare unto you that that is just what is happening;
for unless a child develops a perspective of the etheric
expressions of life, as well as of earth, how can it be
otherwise? Do the average parents impart the absolute
knowledge of the existence of life beyond the veil? Do
they teach that the evidence of this Beyond is gained upon
the holy ground of the daily experiences of souls on earth
now, as well as from documents of an ancient past?
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Do the average parents encourage their children to study
the results of the law of Cause and Effect in their own
lives ? Do they train them to develop an awareness in
their thinking, thoughts being registered upon the etheric
body which lives on?

Faith is Not a Blind Alley
Unless parents instruct their children thus, they
cannot spiritualize them. Children must grow a consciousness of an invisible world encompassing them, a
consciousness that will gently lead them away from the
sloughs of materialism up to the heights, where dwell the
saints of every land. Until these truths are taught in
your homes you will continue to send us undeveloped
souls at death , earth-bound through corporeal-minded,
cramped creeds of men.
Faith is not a blind alley, my friends! Faith is
not an ignorance of laws which interpenetrate our world
and yours. Faith is an open road illumined by fact s.
Faith is an ever-widening vist<r that beckons the soul
onward, onward!
Onward to newer revelations and
eternal truths!

The Occasion of a Broken Vase Helpful Lesson for Parents

a

Let us take a peep into a home of today where a
little child has just broken a valuable vase. The child
is filled with foreboding . It may, or may not, try to
hide the incident, qepending upon how much fear has
registered in its memory from past occasions. It's little
soul is tortured with misgivings, just as the mother
rushes in. " That vase cost many, many dollars, my
child," she says. "It can never be replaced. If you
de not learn the value of money, and of things which
money can buy, you will never be a success in the world,
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but will have to work hard until the end of your days !"
A severe lesson indeed for an impressionable, sensitive
little spirit; a lesson that will help to deaden those spirit. ual instincts which it brought with it when first it
came to earth.
What an opportunity that parent lost to instil a
lesson of greater value than money or vase ! What a
wrong impression concerning honest work, what a false
doctrine of success ! " I would not have you car~less my
child," she could have said, " nor would I have you
grieve unduly over poss~ssions of earth. After all there
are things of far greater value than those which money
can buy. We are poorer on earth because that beautiful
vase is gone, and for this I am very, very sorry . But
let us send forth beautiful thoughts toward every living
creature, and thus store up real treasures in heaven."
Parents will find daily opportunities in abundance
to impart spiritual truths to their children by means
of toy object-lessons and stories ; lessons which will
quic-ken their imaginations, stir their enthusiasm, and
appeal to their sense of reason and justice.

Knowledge of · Psychic Laws Needed in
Schools and Universities
It is not long before this little child fares forth into
a new world ot its own . The first day of school is at
hand. How will the school influence the little soul?
Sincere and visionary men, we know, are responsible
for academic requirements, but are they awake to this
greater revelation themselves ? How far indeed do their
visions extend ? What knowledge have they of the
surrounding oceans of thought from which they, and
their students, are constantly attracting and repelling ?
Are they aware of the inviolable law of Cause and Effect
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and its influence on their own lives here and now ? Have
they that spiritual perspective which embraces the existence of invisible intelligences about them? Do they
realize that the scientific study of obsession is a crying ·
need in the treatment of inmates of psychiatric hospitals
~all bn&?
·
From This Side we see the causes of the materialism
which is woven in the fibre of men's thoughts; we see
that your histories breed envy, hatred, wars and fear,
rather than love, peace and world-fellowship. We know
that history could be a delightful study if taught from
the viewpoint of character-study, romance, contemporary
religions, arts and literature. We see an absolute lack
of scientific psychic research in your books on psychology,
consequences which naturally lead to erroneous by·
potheses.
Little do these well-meaning educationalists realize
that they are engendering in their students foresight
purely earth-sided, an outlook which has the tendency to
numb their instinctive spiritual senses.

Spiritual Instinct Never Extinct
in Any Soul
How bitterly does the man-now child no longer
-pay for these lessons when he leaves his father's home
to work out his own destiny in the world ; to earn for
himself the clothes, home and necessities which are his
right. He has learned to love material possessions beyond their true worth, to appreciate them to the exclusion of spiritual realities. He wori:ies unduly over
business matters, little knowing that such thoughts are
destructive to the ideals he has in view; little dreaming
that success must lie in wait for him if he thinks constructively. He has lost a sense of perspective indeed,
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for matters of earth loom large in his mind to the exclusion of invisible realities. Yes, and the weight of
fear clings to him all through life. Why, I ask you
friends, should any child of God hold fear?
Now the man -soul enters a cold world of gre~d and
selfish enterprises. How the spiritual vision is darkened
at this time when it is most needed ! One glorious fact
remains, however. Never through time or Eternity is
the spiritual instinct completely crushed in any child of
God, no matter how low he may sink in the mire of destructive living. And so, as days go by, he feeds the
flame of his own spirit when he gazes upward at the
midnight stars, or sings a song at twilight to lighten the
weight of his daily toil and perplexities.

At the End of the Materialistic Road
The years go by according to earthly time, years
which are expressions of bitter or pleasant experiences.
Family and friends grow up around the home of earth.
grow up and then- as if snatched by an invisible handdisappear from mortal sight. Where are these lovedones going ? "0 God !" he cries, " how silent the grave! "
His soul writhes in misgivings, but no light seemeth to
dawn from out the everywhere. Always has his pathway been strewn with conflicting creeds and faiths . " No
man can break the veil asunder!" one spiritual mentor
booms forth; another, "Hold no communion with the
dead , for evil spirits and devils only do have part in such
practices!''
Here at the end of the mortal road he stands confused even as a lost sheep that knoweth not where the
next 'turn leadeth. He hopes and fears-and hopes again.
How dark the future ! Hope is the only light, a flickering candle, as he lingers at the cross-road . And there he
must stop for lack of greater illumination.
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Where lieth his comfort now? Naturally with the
things that seem most real to him. He fondles his
treasures, content to forget the perplexing problems of
what he terms " the unfathomable." He fills his thoughts
with business investments; he refuses to dwell on the -inevitable-when he must leaue them all. "When I must
leave them ," he shudders-and thinks of the grave.

The Subconscious Expression at
Time of Transition
At last the time of transition draws near. "Take
good care of my property, " he whispers at parting. "I
have -worked hard for it all, and know how dearly it has
been bought." It matters not, friends, if the soul expresses himself thus or in silence; the fact remains that
in the deeper recesses of his subconscious mind this is exactly how he feels .
L

Entering "Home" as We Left It
It is but a step from mortal shores to your etheric
home. Would you return to it as you left it-free from
worries and fears ? Then hold not to treasures of earth
with all thy might, for they are heavy to thy soul. Learn
to attain that poise which is born of knowledge , to stand
majestically between material possessions and spiritual
realities. If your treasures burn or break, are lost or
stolen, what of it? You know that in truth greater
things are stored up for you when you return Home .

A Parable Gold -

the Foolish Man and the River

Would you be like the foolish man who findeth
gold and filleth his pockets, his hat, his shoes, even the
linings of his coat, with the yellow, glittering nuggets~
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His thoughts are filled with projects for the future , with
plans for himself and his gold. See him trudging along
life's highway ! Little he dreams of what lies just beyond. Suddenly the mists before him roll away, and a
river looms up across which he must go. Will he part
with his precious gold as he swims to yonder shore ?
Fast, fast he holds to it. The gold is heavy, is heavy
indeed-and he sinks. He sinks, and there must he remain until. with the power of his own will, he rzleases
himself from that which is holding him down.
In truth, there will he remain--earth-bound.

Go Into the Silence - H~al and Pray
:_ the Answering Gleam
0 you of the Radiant Healing Centre, would you
do likewise? Would you be earth-bound to mental
loads of material cares? Would you gain a fortune , even
the whole world, and forget the inner flame? No, thank
God, I feel you would not. I feel that you have learned
to be conscious of a brighter gleam than that of yellow
gold. Seek the inner divinity, friends , seek it daily.
Break asunder the outer crust of materialism and find,
in the deeper recesses of your living soul, that for which
your heart truly yearneth. Go into the Silence and
pray. Go into the Silence and send forth thoughts of
loving help to others, even healing to those who need
your power. Go into the Silence and there learn to fear
not; for what really you need is already yours and ever
shall be.
There in the Silence you will catch an answering
gleam from the eternal flame of the Living God.
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Riches of World a Blessing in
Hands of a Master
The questions arise : Can one possess riches of
earth w ithout encouraging a selfish perspective to the ex clusion of the universal? Can a man be rich with the
wealth of the world and w ith the wealth of the spirit
also ?
I declare unto you, friends, if thou art a Master
then gold of the earth is safe with thee; but I warn youif thou art a Master., A Master maintains mental poise
and a balanced judg~Ynent at all times. A master con trols every appetite and desire. A Master blesseth with
every thought . A Master loveth the whole world as
dearly as his ow n country. A Master giveth freely to
others more deserving than his own. A Master is filled
with universal love. Wealth to a Master is a sacred
charge, and every act a prayer.
Riches of earth are a blessing indeed to such a man
as he .

Closing Prayer
Thou Loving Spirit, Who hast planned the progression of all souls, lead these Thy children lest they
forget to feed the flame of their inner lives. Help them
to remember that material wealth is second to unselfish
fruits of the soul. May they keep faith with invisible
laws and free themselves from fear . Then when the
time of transition draws near, may they return to their
Etheric Homes, triumphant and victorious, having bravely
fought and humbly won the battle of earthly expression .
Strengthen them with higher vision to follow the
light, to heal the bodies and souls of their fellowmen
who blindly stumble on the byways of life, even ;,s they
once did .
Bless them all, and bring them peace, and joy and
understanding-Amen.

When All Shall Be Masters .

II

II

These are teachings which will awaken the minds
of m en to the indwelling powers of the soul. These
are teachings that will bring about that prophecy of the
Nazarene , " The things I do shall ye do also, and greater
things shall ye do. " These are teachings which will
eliminate hatred from the thoughts of all mankind : that
will blot out forever in the memories of men the knowledge of wars long past. These are teachings that will
usher in the day of universal love, that day when · the
mind of the child will be free from errors of fear and
false concepts.
There w ill come a day indeed, 0 Friends, when all
will be joy, and peace shall reign-and Masters inherit
the earth.

" What then · is to be done with those that speak unkindly of us? We are to permeate them with a stream of
loving thought, and so we are to act toward the whole
world." -Gothama Buddha (approximately 500 B.C.)
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I Believe m the Resurrection

11

by
REV . F. J . T . MAINES , B.A., B.D .

A Night Prayer for Healing
Given by Light

"0 Father, I am reaching out for perfection.
I WILL myself' to absorb every word Thou sendest unto me. Keep me humble at all times.
Strengthen me to understand myself, that I may
understand others also.

I

" Take from me all physical ailments. While
l sleep they bother me not, therefore when I awake
they are forgotten forever . I WILL myself into
that state where, when morning comes, I have
forgotten all my ailments, no matter what they
seem to be. I WILL myself to become .s trong
mentally, physically, spiritually, and thus be led
into perfection of body and soul.
" And now I sleep a deep sleep in peace, encompassed about, without and within , by Thine
everlasting love."
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(Editor's note: Rev . F . J. T . Maines is a graduate of Victoria
Unive rsity , Toronto, where he received his Arts and Divinity degrees.
Subsequently he was ordained into the Methodist Ministry.
For
several years he was actively engaged in Y .M .C.A. work , tesigning
as secretary of that organization to take up his duties as minister of
the Church of Divine Revelation , St . Catharines, Ontario) .

With the approaching Easter season the question
of the resurrection, its meaning and significance, becomes
a subject of special thought and of widespread interest.
The observance of Easter as we know it in Christian lands is of course based upon the historic events
relating to the crucifixion and death of Jesus, and of his
appearances again on the third and subsequent days
thereafter, when he was recognized by many of his most
intimate friends and associates, to whom he was able to
show himself in a way that was evidently strange to
them.
It is the occasion when ministers of many of the orthodox churches will place special emphasis on the cross and
on the suffering of Jesus and the shedding of His blood
to save a lost world. But they will have little to say by
way of explaining the phenomenal appearances of Jesus
after his death on the cross, except to refer to them as
being miraculous events and offering additional proof that
he was God incarnate. They will see too in the empty
tomb, and in the scars in his feet and hands and side,
all the evidence they ~eed for a physical resurrection.
But if Jesus was God, or if he was by nature different
to ourselves, then can. it be said that, because he arose,
we too shall rise? Rev. C. L. Tweedale gives us the
correct answer in the following quotation : "Once concede
that Christ's mortal body was different to ours, his death
different to ours, his resurrection different to ours-that
they are special. unique , privileged-then immediate! y
we cease to be like him, and his manifestation of resurPage Nineteen
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rection at once becomes no proof whatsoever that we
shall rise again."
The focal point of many an Easter sermon will be
the cross, the agony, the blood . Everything beyond
this will be incidental or of less importance as far as
Jesus ' contribution to the salvation of the world is concerned.
Is that the true Easter message, or the true message of
the gospel of Jesus ? Is it climaxed in the cross ?
If Jesus were to stand in one of the prominent
pulpits of this land on Easter Sunday morning and preach
the sermon, where do you think he would place the emphasis 7 Would he ask that the eyes of the world be
raised in pity to behold an experience which he was
called upon to endure some 1900 years ago because of
the selfishness and ignorance and cruelty of men? Would
he present in dramatic word -picture that scene on Calvary
when they stripped him of his robe, nailed him to the
cross, placed in cruel mockery a crown of thorns upon his
head , making the blood trickle down over his face; when
they jeered at him, spat upon him and shouted at him
in derision ? What real hero continually points to his
scars 7
Great as may be the significance of the cross,
symbolizing whatever it may in truth symbolize regard ing the salvation of men . I am confident that Jesus in
presenting his Easter message in· sermon would simply
refer to that event as an incident in his pathway of duty
while here on earth, and made necessary only because
men were what they were. Out of it had truly come
wonderful lessons which had helped to transform not
only the lives of those who were present on that occasion
-even the thief on the cross-but the record of his con duct , his love, his loyalty, his courage, his sacrifice, his
trust in God the Father, have caused multitudes of men
and women since that time to turn from sin and selfishness to righteousness and God.
The message of Jesus does not stop with the cross.
"Never further than the cross," or "In the cross of Christ
P age Twen ty

I glory ," would not be his theme. His would rather be
" Beyond the Cross-the truth of resurrection. "
That too, was the burning theme of the apostles
as they went out to preach. They "preached Jesus and
the resurrection." They placed the emphasis upon what
they believed to be the culminating task of Jesus as far
as his earthly mission was concerned, and that was to
demonstrate the eternal truth that death does not end life.
The apostles sought to present the value of Jesus
life as a whole-his teachings, his love, his humility, his
unselfishness, his service to others, his devotion to truth
and duty, as well as his suffering upon the cross an·d his
shedding of blood. With them his life counted for more
than his death. But if any one thing stood out as worthy
of special emphasis it was his resurrection. The cross
typified suffering and death-the resurrection was syn onymous with life. " He came to bring life and immortality to light." The gospel of Jesus is a proclamation of life, of continuous life, in which the experienc~
called death is bu_t an incident.
What then is the true meaning of the resurrection?
We may all believe in it and still differ widely as to its
meaning. The Apostles Creed perpetuates the idea of
a physical resurrection. "I believe in the resurrection of·
the body." And the burial service so widel y used im plies that resurrection does not take place until som l'
time in the dim future-perhaps aeons upon aeons from
now. For the body is committed to the grave to await
the general resurrection at the last day.
Here are two very definite ideas concerning the
resurrection which are officially orthodox Christian con ceptions. Are they in accord with New Testament
teachings and with the findings of psychic science ?
Paul stated very clearly in Corinthians 15, his understanding that the resurrection body was not the physical
body, but was rather the spiritual, or as it might be called
the etheric body.
The empty tomb is no proof of the physical resurrection of Jesus. We may not know what became of
his material body but that matters little. It is very
evident from the records that the body in which he ap Page Twenty ·one

peared to Mary in the garden, and to the disciples on the
way to Emmaus and in the upper room, was not the body
of flesh which they had known and which they had seen
hanging upon the cross. That body had been subject
to the laws of matter, but this body in which · he now
manifested was not. Under suitable conditions he
could appear suddenly as from nowhere and then disappear as if dissolved into vapour. To those unfamiliar
with psychic science this may· be called a miracle, but
similar miracles have been scientifically observed and recorded in modern times and are known as " materializ ations."
One outstanding example, and worthy of careful
study, is the experience of Sir Wm. Crookes, scientist,
with the materializations of one from the unseen world .
known to him as Katie King . (Ref. "Researches Into
Spiritualism," by Sir Wm. Crookes). Under certain
conditions and in the presence of a particular psychic,
this discarnate spirit was able to materialize and to ap pear as a perfectly formed woman. She talked with Mr.
Crookes and with others present. She walked across
the room with him, and permitted him to take a lock of
her golden hair. He took many pictures of her, studied
.her features and how she differed in every respect from
the psychic who was also a young woman. After a
certain length of time she would take her leave, gradually disappearing into seeming nothingness-or in other
words dematerializing. How else could Jesus have appeared to his disciples and then vanished in that upper
room with the doors and windows shut?
Many things could have happened to the physical
body of Jesus to cause it to disappear or to be removed
from the sepulchre. The empty tomb is therefore not
important, but his appearances in materialized form ,
and his declaration, "I am he that liveth, that liveth and
was dead and behold I am alive forevermore ," these, and
his characteristic mannerisms and memory of former
happenings , are tremendously important for by means of
these he demonstrated the fact of life beyond the grave.
And that life beyond the grave is immediate- or
rather continuous. It is not postponed until some time
in that remote future called the "last day," and follow Page Twenty -two

ing "the general resurrection." Nor is it conferred by
faith in some doctrine or creed. It is the common heritage ?f every living soul. Not all will have the same
expenence. Not all will rise to the same sphere of life
yonder. The thief on the cross, to whom Jesus said,
" This day shalt thou be with me in Paradise," had not
prepared himself by his conduct while on earth to enjoy
the same sphere of life in that unseen world as Jesus
would. So they would naturally be attracted to different spheres. The thief would have many lessons to
learn and many wrongs to make right in his progress to
the higher realms. But his prayer of repentance on the
cross was an indication that he had already seen the light
and had started upward on that pathway of progression.
Whatever might be their immediate respective spheres,
those words of Jesus addressed to the thief implied immediate conscious existence for both after the transition called
death. Together they would enter the portals of that
unseen realm comprised of many mansions, or abodes, in
the Father's house.
If Bible records are accepted it cannot be claimed
that Jesus was the first to manifest continued life and
intelligence from beyond the grave. Samuel communicated with Saul through the women, or psychic of Endor,
and Moses and Elijah communicated with Jesus and three
of his disciples on the Mount. But it was left for Jesus
to demonstrate in a vastly more impressive way the truth
of resurrection.
During his earthly ministry' he had proclaimed that
God is not God of dead forms but of living beings. He
knew that death could not destroy life.
Thus has death been robbed of its sting and reduced to a place of insignificance. To those who rightly ,
understand the Easter message there is no fear of death,
for as Jesus survived that experience, so shall we.
"The tombs of earth do not contain
The souls of those who pass from sight,
Around us still they live and love
In radiant form, as angels bright."
Then during this Eastertide let us not make too
much of death and too little of the resurrection, as has
· been our wont.
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HEIGHTS MAJESTIC, MIND AND SONG
And now I tread a high ascending road ;
Each step leads into more effulgent light ;
Life holds no sorrow, and I bear no load ;
No storms I fear , no loneliness, no night.
I am companioned, or on land or sea,
Ever you are with me.
T he awful emptiness of space is full
Of radiant hosts who move from sphere to sphere;
The ghastly silence has grown beautiful
With your dear messages distinct and clear.
Not when hand clung to hand, and lip to lip ,
Was such companionship.
Though wonderful you seemed to me on earth,
And from your rich mind-store, my own mind fed ,
Now do you give me truths of greater worth
From God's vast storehouse of the Living Dead.
Illumined, on to larger life I go ,
Content , because I KNOW .
- From " lllumined" -Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
God of all living creatures,
Thou who dost speak everywhere,
Bless Thou Thy fox in his hill-home.
Bless Thou Thy Beaver and bear.
Bless all Thy poor hunted children,
Expressions of Thee, every one,
Soon may Thy spark in each human
Supplant the cruel trap and the gun .
God of the living in uplands,
God of the life in the air,
God of the sea and the forest ,
God of the great everywhere,
We pray that Thy children, the humans
Be keepers of life unto Thee,
Guardians in love, and their labours
Tum earth into heaven's sacristy!

We Would Know
( A page devoted to answers from Light concerning questions
brought before him by members of the Radiant Healing Centre which
pertain to heal ing, psychic development and kindred subjects).

QUES :
health?

Do you consider diet an important aid to

LIGHT: A well-balanced diet stimulates the
health giving properties of the body and prolongs life
within the body.
QUES : Will you please tell us what you consider
a well-balanced diet?
LIGHT: All kinds of cooked and raw vegetables
and fruits . Grated raw vegetables are especially delicious
and nourishing. Whole wheat bread, though very little
of it. Sugars in moderation. Raw , unadulterated sugar
if sugar must be used ; honey is preferable. Potatoes
once a week only, if at all. Fry nothing. Coffee and
tea are injurious. Do not mix food and water ; this
habit overworks the stomach. Eat less ; most people over
indulge.
QUES :

Do you include meat in the diet?

LIGHT: Absolutely not. Animal flesh contains
poisons which stimulate the growth of disease celh within the human body, apart from the fact that meat eating
is a habit inherited from cannibilistic forefathers . Meat
eating is the cause of more disease than all the inherited
tendencies of the human race.
QUES :

Can heredity be overcome?

LIGHT: This you already know from past lessons. Not one soul is condemned to a diseased body
through heredity. Each one has power within himself
to work miracles; this he may learn to do by developing
a strong will, by developing thoughts immune to fear,
by attracting only those thoughts which increase the con sciousness of the indwelling divinity.

-God of All Living Creatures-Jane Lear.
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QUES: Have you any other suggestions to make
on the subject of diet?

Words That Wing Across the World

LIGHT: Do not force a child to eat against his
will, no matter how little he may seem to consume.
Watch the natural impressions of that child who has not
developed an artificial taste for wrong foods. Watch his
preferences, his likes and dislikes, and learn therefrom.

-of the Radiant Healing Centre

From " The Road to Tartary "
by
Bernard Trotter
( Editor's note: The road to Tartary leads in the opposite direction to the road to Mecca, the holy city of "the faithful" (Moslem) .
The expression is used here in a significant and figurative sense.)

From all the pious wrangling sects
I set my spirit free ;
I own no creed but God and Love
And Immortality.
Their dogmas and their disciplines
Are dust and smoke and cloud;
They cannot see my sunlit way,
And still they cry aloud
From church, conventicle and street,
That warning old to me ;
" The road that thou art going
Is the road to Tartary!"
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"Each Progression is better than the previous one. I
love everything pertaining to the Radiant Healinq Centre. I am enclosing a two dollar money order for a
Christmas offering.''-New York.
''The last edition of our blessed Progression has just
been received. What this periodical means to me I can
not put into words. I would not wish to go through
one day without it. I have been seeking new subscribers,
knowing the financial need of the magazine. My faith
is strong, and I know I shall succeed later on. There
must be many seeking these lessons and I feel I shall be
led to find them. " - California.
"Volume 3 Progression has been read and re-read.
I hope you sense in some degree how much Progression
is blessing the world. Perhaps few realize the effort, the
hard, earnest work, it takes to compile its pages. We
think Mr. Maines' articles splendid contributions. We
are using this number of Progression for Christmas giving. "-Quebec.
"Piease accept my application for membership in the
Radiant Healing Centre. I became interested by reading
Progression which was loaned to me by a friend ."-New
York.
The editor feels impelled to send out this suggestion
to each member of our continent-wide family of the
Radiant Healing Centre. When you withdraw into the
Silence will you broadcast radiations of gratitude and
peace to those who have made it financially possible for
us to continue the publication of our magazine ? We
have been miraculously rescued from financial difficulties
on four different occasions in the past, through the unexpected and timely assistance of some member of our
Radiant Healing Centre. How true are the lines, "Gifts
that grow are best; hands that bless are blessed" when
we help to continue the publication of this, our magazine.
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PROGRESSION
A special offer is being made wherein any one may
secure the first eight editions of Progression for only
fifteen cents each. These contain indispensable lessons
by Light, with special references to healing. The last
two editions are not included in this offer. The complete list is as follows:
Progression No. 1-0ceans of Thought.
Progression No. 2-Healing via Concentration Through
Occupation .
Progression No. 3-Healing Through Visualization and
the Projection of Thought.
Progression No. 4-From Lowlands of Life to Mountains of Master.
Progression No. S- Lighting the Path to Spiritual Heal -ing or The Eternal Plan.
Progression No. 6-Life. Death and Voices of the Soul.
Progression No. 7-Journeys in the Beyond or Garments
of the Soul.
Progression No. 8- Man 's Super-Human Powers or Inspiration and the Future.
Progression No. 9--Sleep, a Universal Psychic Experience.
Progression No. 1 0-Material Possessions
Relation to Spirit.
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